Splice variants of androgen receptor and prostate cancer
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Abstract

Over the last ten years, two new-generation hormonal drugs and two chemotherapeutic agents have been approved for the treatment of metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer. Unfortunately, some patients have primary resistance to them and the others eventually develop secondary resistance. It has recently been suggested that the presence of androgen receptor splice variants plays a leading role in the primary and secondary resistance to the new hormonal drugs, whereas their presence seems to have only a partial effect on the activity of the chemotherapeutic agents. The aim of this paper is to review the published data concerning the role of androgen receptor splice variants in prostate cancer biology, and their potential use as biomarkers when making therapeutic decisions.

Introduction

Our knowledge of the biology of particularly advanced disease prostate cancer (PC) has significantly improved over the years. It is now known that the development, growth and maturation of the prostate are regulated by androgens, which act by modulating androgen receptors (ARs), but androgens also play a central role in the development of PC. It was as long ago as 1941 that Huggins and Hodges first demonstrated that a castration-induced reduction in testosterone made it possible to control metastatic PC, which is still initially treated by means of androgen deprivation therapy. Unfortunately, most of the patients who have undergone androgen deprivation therapy eventually becomes resistant and progress a condition that was formerly defined as hormone refractory and thus suggested mechanisms of tumour growth that were unrelated to the AR axis. However, as this definition did not reflect the possibility that a patient may respond to other hormone-based strategies, it was considered more appropriate to change it to a castration-resistant state in which ARs continue to be expressed and AR signalling retains its central role in tumour growth. The ability of tumour cells to grow under conditions of testosterone castration and progression to castration-resistant PC (CRPC) is thus strictly related to the re-activation of the androgen/AR signalling axis, which may be due to various mechanisms: AR protein over-expression and AR gene amplifications/mutations, the aberrant expression of co-activators and co-repressors, intracellular androgen synthesis, and alternative activation by means of tyrosine kinase-dependent signalling.

The discovery that AR signalling plays a role in CRPC was the rationale for developing new-generation AR-targeting agents such as abiraterone acetate and enzalutamide, which have improved survival in both pre-treated and chemo-naive metastatic CRPC (mCRPC) patients. However, some patients are primarily resistant to these agents, and all eventually develop acquired resistance. There is therefore increasing interest in the role of C-terminal truncated AR variants (AR-Vs) as biomarkers of the activity of new-generation AR-targeting agents and taxanes in metastatic CRPC.

The aim of this paper is to review the available evidence concerning the role of AR splice variants in the development of PCs, and their value as biomarkers that can help when making decisions about the treatment of patients with metastatic CRPC.

Androgen receptors variants structure and detection

ARs are ligand-activated nuclear transcription factors encoded by a specific gene located on the X-chromosome at position Xq11-12. Full-length ARs (AR-FL) contains four functional domains: an N-terminal domain (NTD), a central DNA-binding domain (DBD), a short hinge region, and a C-terminal ligand-binding domain (LBD).

The interaction of androgen with the LBD leads to a series of sequential conformational changes in the receptor, which is flexible in the hinge region that not only acts as a link between the DBD and LBD, but also contains the nuclear localization signal (NLS) that binds the importin-α regulator of subsequent nuclear localization. ARs recognize and stably bind to androgen response elements (AREs), which are specific DNA elements whose activity is controlled by co-activators and/or co-repressor complexes that influence nuclear AR targeting.
ARE binding, and the spatial and temporal control of transcriptional activity.20

AR-Vs, which were first described in the CWR22 xenograft in which they were associated with progressive disease and resistance,21 are truncated AR species that mainly arise as a result of the splicing of intronic sequences (i.e., cryptic exons). The most significant are those that lack the LBD, but retain the transcriptional activity mediated by NTD/DBD.22

Although the NLS disruption found in most AR-Vs could limit their nuclear translocation, currently unknown mechanisms lead to considerable constitutive localization in the nucleus,1 where they homo- and heterodimerise with each other or with AR-FLs.23 The heterodimerisation of AR-Vs and AR-FLs has been observed under conditions of low ligand concentrations, whereas AR-Vs may enhance AR-FL activity in the presence of high androgen levels.24,25 Moreover, the absence of the NLS hinge region leads to the escape of AR-V degradation mediated by E3 ubiquitin ligase adaptor speckle-type POZ protein.26 It is worth noting that AR co-regulators may also bind to and regulate AR-Vs,27-29 and that the target genes of AR-Vs and AR-FLs are very similar.30,31

AR-Vs are mainly generated by somatic rearrangements in the AR locus32 or dynamic de-regulated AR splicing during hormonal manipulations.33

Androgen receptors variants detection

It is difficult to assess the role of AR-Vs in the resistance and development of PC progression because our ability to detect their expression in biological samples is limited. Some preliminary studies of the relationship between AR-Vs and steroidogenic enzyme levels were based on AR-V mRNA expression,34 but the availability of specific antibodies suitable for tissue staining would be more sensitive and provide a more realistic picture: unfortunately, the only AR-V for which a specific antibody has so far been developed is AR-V7.27,35,36 An alternative possibility is the concomitant use of two antibodies targeting either the NH2- or COOH-termini.37

Antonarakis et al. hypothesised that detecting AR-V7 RNA in circulating tumour cells taken from men with mCRPC may be helpful in identifying those with primary resistance to hormonal therapies and facilitate the selection of alternative treatments (e.g., chemotherapies). They detected circulating tumor cells (CTC) by means of commercially available non-quantitative platforms that could only determine their presence or absence, and used commercial kits for the purposes of isolation and enrichment. After capturing CTCs in blood samples taken from patients with mCRPC, mRNA expression was quantitatively analysed using reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction primers to determine the ratio of AR-V and AR-FL transcripts. According to the CTC detection kit instructions, laboratory processing had to be carried out as early as possible and, in any case within two hours of collection, and the blood tubes had to be delivered to the laboratory on ice. The patients had AR-V7 positivity rates ranging from 19% to 39%,15 but this is much lower than the 70% positivity reported by Hu et al.,28 thus suggesting the need for a standardised and validated method.

The role of androgen receptors variants

Seventeen AR-Vs have been fully characterised so far,29 but nothing is known about the clinical significance of most of them. Although the development of AR-Vs is usually considered as marking the transition from a less aggressive hormone-sensitive disease to a more aggressive castration-resistant condition, AR-Vs such as AR-45 can also be found in normal prostate tissue.40 AR-Vs are found in men with benign prostate and hormone-naive primary prostate cancer,24 but they are mainly observed in those with CRPC, who have higher levels than men with hormone-naive PC and bone metastases.41

The availability of a specific antibody means that AR-V7 is currently the most widely studied AR-V, although there are some published data concerning AR-V657es, which was detected in 43% of the metastases of a series of patients who died of mCRPC.24

AR-V7 may be quickly induced by castration or anti-androgen exposure in VCaP cells and LNCaP sublines,35,36 and its expression is 20 times higher in mCRPC than in hormone-sensitive prostate cancer,38 thus leading to a lethal mitotic phenotype. High levels of AR-V7 in metastatic tissues from prostate cancer have been related to faster disease progression and biochemical recurrence, and shorter cancer-specific survival, than low levels.35,42 In particular, it has been reported that its expression is significantly up-regulated during prostate cancer progression, and that high AR-V7 levels in primary prostate tumours is correlated with a worse outcome after radical prostatectomy, and that the increase in prostate-specific antigen (PSA) levels is faster in patients with high AR-V7 levels at the time of diagnosis (P<0.001).38

Qu et al. evaluated AR-V7 expression at different stages of prostate cancer using immunohistochemistry and specific antibody, and clearly showed that it was an independent predictor of the development of CRPC [hazard ratio (HR) 2.62, P=0.001], and cancer-specific survival after the transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) [HR 2.24, P=0.033].42 In particular, they found that newly diagnosed metastatic patients with AR-V7 expression experienced a shorter median time to CRPC than those without (15 vs 30 months; P<0.001), thus suggesting that AR-V7 expression may predict the development of CRPC; that patients with higher levels of AR-V7 expression experienced shorter median cancer survival after TURP than those with lower levels (14 vs 21 months; P=0.003); and that the expression of AR-V7 in patients with newly diagnosed metastatic prostate cancer or CRPC inversely correlated with serum PSA levels (P=0.014 and P=0.045).

The study of Hornberg also found that metastases arising from prostate cancer in patients with higher AR-V7 expression levels correlated with significantly lower PSA levels,44 thus suggesting that androgen-deprivation therapy increases the expression of AR-V7 and inhibits PSA production.

Role of androgen receptors variants in resistance to prostate cancer treatments

About 20-40% of the patients who receive abiraterone or enzalutamide for the treatment of metastatic CRPC show no PSA response, a clinical condition known as primary resistance.31,33 Moreover, patients who initially respond to enzalutamide or abiraterone develop secondary resistance over time. The presence of AR-Vs may be one of the causes of the failure of these new drugs as the expression of a number of AR-Vs has been observed in xenograft-based models developing resistance to abiraterone,39 and high AR-V levels are found in prostate cancer cell lines resistant to enzalutamide.38

Since the earliest pre-clinical studies, AR-Vs have been investigated in CTCs taken from peripheral blood samples of patients with metastatic CRPC and, using CTCs, Antonarakis first showed that the lack of the LBD in AR-V7 may be associated with resistance to both enzalutamide and abiraterone as 39% of 31 patients treated with enzalutamide and 19% of 31 patients treated abiraterone showed the expression of AR-V7. They also examined the associations between a AR-V7 status and clinical outcomes, including the PSA response rate, PSA progression-free survival (PFS), clinical or radiographic PFS and overall survival (OS), and found that AR-V7-positive patients had lower PSA response rates
and experienced shorter PSA, clinical or radiographic PFS and OS than AR-V7-negative patients regardless of whether they had been treated with abiraterone or enzalutamide. None of the men harbouring AR-V7 showed a PSA response as against 53% of the AR-V7-negative patients in the enzalutamide-treated group and 68% in the abiraterone-treated group (both P=0.004), thus suggesting that AR-V7 may play a role as a biomarker in advanced CRPC, with 100% specificity in predicting the absence of a response to abiraterone or enzalutamide. On the contrary, 53% of the patients who were AR-V7 negative responded to therapy. Moreover, an exploratory analysis showed that the effect of AR-V7 on these outcomes remained significant in the combined population of all 62 patients and, although the detection of AR-V7 was associated with an increased expression of AR-FL, the prognostic value of AR-V7 remained even after adjusting for AR-FL levels. Among the 42 AR-V7-negative patients at baseline (pre-treatment) for whom at least one follow-up sample was available, six became AR-V7-positive status during treatment, whereas all of the AR-V7-positive patients continued to show CTC AR-V7 expression. These findings suggest that any androgen deprivation therapy can increase CTC AR-V7 expression, which may explain the development of secondary resistance to new-generation hormonal therapies. Finally, Antonarakis observed good concordance between the AR-V7 status of CTCs and metastatic tumour tissue, although the small sample size means that further validation is necessary. As the AR-V7/AR-FL ratio tends to be larger in CRPC tissues than AR-V7 positivity was significantly greater in the patients pre-treated with abiraterone (5/5, 100% vs 7/20, 35%; P=0.009). AR-V7 positivity was not associated with PFS (HR 0.8; 95% CI 0.4-1.8) or OS (HR 1.6; 95% CI 0.6-4.4).

It has also been found that some initially AR-V7-positive patients become AR-V7 negative during taxane therapy, which suggest decreased pressure on AR-axis signalling by taxanes and therefore potential re-sensitisation to AR-targeted treatment, although the change may be related to the absence of CTCs as a result of the effectiveness of the treatment rather than the down-regulation of AR-V7.

Taken together, the data concerning the relationship between AR-V7 positivity and the therapeutic activity of the new agents confirms the central role of AR machinery in mCRPC. Enzalutamide primarily acts by inhibiting the binding of androgens to the LBD,48 but AR-V7 can translocate into the nucleus and regulate gene transcription without ligand binding. Although the main therapeutic effect of abiraterone is due to CYP17 inhibition blocking androgen production,49 it has recently been demonstrated that its metabolites directly bind ARs,50 thus providing further evidence of possible cross-resistance with enzalutamide. The anti-tumoural activity of the taxanes in mCRPC patients is due to microtubule inhibition, which blocks the nuclear translocation of ligand/receptor complexes51 and mitotic fuse stabilization.52 The presence of AR-V7 makes the first mechanism ineffective but does not affect the second, thus explaining the retained anti-tumoral activity of the taxanes regardless of the formation of microtubules.

A number of new AR-targeting agents are currently being developed whose mechanisms of action could block AR-V activity. For example, EPI-001, a small molecule, sintokamide peptides, that acts on the NTD of ARs, can block the activity of a constitutively active deletion mutant, AR1-653, that contains the NTD, DBD and hinge region, but not the LBD,53 and galetensine, which hits the AR axis with three different mechanisms (CYP17A1 inhibition, ligand-binding AR blockade, and AR degradation), seems to increase AR-V degradation.54

**Conclusions**

In this era of personalised medicine, the development and validation of prognostic and predictive biomarkers is one of the most widely investigated areas of prostate cancer research,55 and has led to the finding of various promising classes of biomarkers, such as kallikrein-related peptidases, miRNAs, PCA3, and AR mutations.56 The clinical use of AR-V7 when selecting the treatment of mCRPC patients could represent a huge step forward in the tailored treatment of prostate cancer, as it has been in the treatment of other tumours such as lung, breast or colorectal cancers.

The available data seem to suggest that it would be better for AR-V7-positive men to receive taxane-based chemotherapy than AR-targeted agents, whereas it could be reasonable to treat AR-V7-negative patients with any hormonal or chemotherapy. In a recently published study of a small cohort of patients based on the simultaneous detection of AR-V7 and AR point mutations in CTCs, it was estimated that AR status had a positive predictive value for response and non-response to therapy of ~94%; in addition the authors calculated an effect size for molecularly driven therapy switches for prospective clinical trial planning of ~27%.57

It is worth noting that AR-V7 expression may change during the course of cancer progression and treatment, thus leading to new and intriguing possibilities concerning the systematic use of liquid biopsies to select treatments and test their efficacy.

The role of AR-V7 as a biomarker and the assay used to detect need
to be prospectively validated in larger clinical trials before they can be recommended in clinical practice. Samples should be uniformly collected, processed and shipped, and the assay should be performed in certified laboratories, standardised and validated: i.e., both analytical and clinical validation are necessary.

Prospective biomarker-stratified clinical trials should be conducted in order to confirm that AR-V7- positive patients have better outcomes with chemotherapy, and that chemotherapy and hormonal therapy may both be considered in AR-V7-negative patients. In other words, patients should be tested for AR-V7 at baseline, and randomised to AR-targeted treatment or taxane chemotherapy. An example of such a study is PRIMCAB (NCT02379390), a multicentric phase II trial of abiraterone or enzalutamide vs cabazitaxel in men with primary resistance to previous enzalutamide or abiraterone treatment.

In conclusion, AR-V7 can be considered a promising biomarker when selecting treatment for mCRPC, but it needs to be analytically and clinically validated before being used in clinical practice to guide therapeutic decision making and promote the development of new targeted drugs.
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